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THE ATOM AT WORK. By Jacob Sacks. New York, The Ronald Press
Company, 1951. xii + 327 pp. $4.00.
Everybody talks about the atom, but few have more than a Sunday
supplement knowledge of the simpler aspects of nuclear phenomena. The
author, M.D. and Ph.D., and a member of the staff at Brookhaven, treats
the story of the atom from its earliest historical conceptions to its possi-
bilities in future war and peace. The style is of the simplest; no previous
familiarity with mathematics or physics is required. E _ Mc2 is virtually
the only mathematical expression occurring in the entire work.
l7he book may be divided into two halves. The first is physical and chem-
ical, dealing with the growth of knowledge of the atom. The chapters on the
celebrated works of the Curies, Rutherford, Bohr, Chadwick, Anderson, and
others of the pioneers are particularly well done. This historical review in-
cludes descriptions of the operation of the various particle-accelerating
machines and the chain-reacting pile. The physically oriented may take some
offense at the careless use of such terms as force, inertia, and energy, but the
sense is usually clear enough.
The second half deals with current tracer techniques, radiation medicine,
and briefly with atomic warfare and power. The chapters on tracer tech-
niques may be exasperating at times. Mention is made of useful tools and
procedures, without any references to where details may be found.
The author states that the book is intended for the non-scientific reader.
As such it is a broad survey; there is no bibliography or documentation of
any sort. Still the physicist and biologist may read with profit the sections
not pertaining to his own field. The most objectionable features are frequent
wordiness and a tone of "talking-down."
The text is liberally supplied with excellent diagrams and half-tones.
W. F. MACN.
RADIOACTIVE TRACERS IN BIOLOGY. (An Introduction to Tracer Method-
ology). By Martin D. Kamen. 2d ed., revised and enlarged. New York,
Academic Press, Inc., 1951. 429 pp. $7.50.
Biologists working with radio-active tracers are already familiar with
Martin Kamen's first edition. The second edition offers two special points of
interest. In the first place, it constitutes Volume I of a projected series of
monographs on organic and biological chemistry to be edited by Louis F.
Fieser and Mary Fieser. In the second place, extensive revisions of several
chapters and appropriate additions to the text have brought the original
monograph abreast of recent developments in a rapidly advancing field. For
instance, a chapter on radiation hazards and dosage has been included, which
will give newcomers assurance as to their own personal safety.
This monograph is not designed for highly restricted specialists. Rather,
it has been prepared for biologists (physiologists, biochemists, and clinical
investigators) who need a sound background in the principles and pitfalls of
tracer techniques. There are 429 pages, including the index, comprising 14
chapters and a technical appendix with general bibliography. The early
chapters discuss the nature of isotopes, their characteristic radiations, and
methods for quantitative detection. Tracer methodology is explained both
from the biochemical and the physiological (or medical) standpoint. Indi-
vidual chapters describe the properties and application of commonly used
isotopes, viz., tritium (H3), carbon (C1" and C14), phosphorus (P32),
sulfur (S35), alkali metal and alkaline-earth tracers, and halogen tracers.BOOK REVIEWS 545
Finally, special uses of biologically important isotopes are described for
manganese, iron, cobalt, copper, zinc, molybdenum, arsenic, selenium, gold,
and other metals.
The text is clearly written, and illustrated with frequent diagrams and
tables. There are abundant references; and a substantial amount of simple
mathematics is included. In any laboratory where graduate students, re-
search fellows, or skilled technicians work, this handy monograph will
prove indispensable.
WILLIAM T. SALTER